The object of research is digital signatures. The Falcon digital signature scheme is one of the finalists in the NIST post-quantum cryptography competition. Its distinctive feature is the use of floating-point arithmetic. However, floating-point arithmetic has so-called rounding noise, which accumulates during computations and in some cases may lead to significant changes in the processed values. The work considers the problem of using rounding noise to build attacks on implementation. The main result of the study is a novel attack on implementation, which enables the secret key recovery. This attack differs from existing attacks in using two separately secure implementations with different computation orders. As a result of the analysis, the conditions under which secret key recovery is possible were revealed. The attack requires 300,000 signatures and two implementations to recover key. The probability of successful attack ranges from 70% to 76%. This probability is explained by the structure of the Gaussian sampling algorithm used in the Falcon digital signature. At the same time, a necessary condition for conducting an attack is identical seed during signature generation. This condition makes the attack more theoretical than practical since the correct implementation of the Falcon makes probability of two identical seeds negligible. However, the possible usage of floating-point noise shows potential existence of additional attack vectors for the Falcon that should be covered in security models. The results could be used in the construction of digital signature security models and their implementation in existing information and communication systems.
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1. Introduction

Cryptographic protection of information is an integral part of modern information and telecommunication systems. In particular, digital signatures are widely used to verify data integrity and authenticate users both on the Internet as components of separate protocols, such as TLS, and in banking and other strategically important areas for the state as part of public key infrastructure. Such widespread use of digital signatures makes it important to study the security of these crypto transformations.

At the same time, existing digital signature standards are vulnerable to attacks using quantum computers, which, against the background of the rapid development of quantum technologies in the future, poses a threat to the security of existing information and telecommunication systems. To overcome this problem, the US National Institute of Standards and Technology held an open NIST PQC competition on quantum-resistant (post-quantum) cryptography. In 2022, a number of candidates for standardization were selected based on the results of the competition. The scientific research of the NIST PQC finalists is important because these crypto transformations will replace today's standards in the future.

The Falcon digital signature scheme [1] is a finalist in the NIST PQC competition [2]. One of the features of Falcon is the use of floating-point arithmetic. Noise in the least significant bits is a special property of floating-point arithmetic, which is determined by the order of calculations [3]. This leads to additional risks and calls for a more detailed study into the impact of this phenomenon on the security of the digital signature scheme.
Summarizing the above, research on the security of quantum resistant digital signatures is important since these cryptographic transformations will be standardized in the near future and they will ensure the security of information and telecommunication systems. In particular, Falcon, as a finalist in the NIST PQC competition, needs careful investigation. Therefore, research into the development of methods for bypassing and exploiting the vulnerabilities of digital signature schemes to design new attacks is relevant. This especially applies to its special property – the use of floating-point arithmetic.

2. Literature review and problem statement

In [4], it was proposed to use the Gaussian distribution on lattices to overcome the problem of information leakage about the secret basis of the lattice. But the questions related to the practical implementation of the proposed method remained unresolved since effective implementation required the use of floating-point arithmetic, and there were no studies on the influence of floating-point in cryptography at that time. An option to overcome the relevant difficulties may be to replace calculations with floating point in calculations with rational numbers. This is the approach used in work [5]. However, this approach turned out to be too impractical. The reason for this was too great a slowdown of implementations. In [6], a new Gaussian sampling algorithm using floating-point arithmetic and an analysis of the required accuracy of this algorithm were proposed. The above research results showed that hundreds of bits of precision are required. It was shown in [7] that the required accuracy could be reduced to 53 bits with the correct selection of parameters. But the result used a number of heuristics and the question of the exact analysis of the general case remained unresolved. In work [8], Renyi divergence was used to justify the safety of using 53 bits of accuracy, which put an end to the theoretical side of the issue.

In [9] it was proposed to use the Fourier transform to speed up work with polynomials in cryptographic systems on lattices. However, there is no analysis of the influence of floating-point arithmetic accuracy in the cited work. In [10], a side channel attack on the Falcon digital signature was proposed, which uses the features of multiplying polynomials in the Fourier representation. It has been shown that it is possible to protect against this attack with the help of the correct implementation of calculations. But in [11], a new attack on the implementation was proposed, which made it possible to recover the secret base using power analysis. The conditions for this attack were improved in work [12]. The authors managed to fully recover the secret key. However, the attack needed 45,000 signatures.

All this gives reason to assert that it is expedient to carry out research into the development of new attacks on the implementation that use the properties of floating-point arithmetic.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The purpose of our study is to determine the impact of floating-point arithmetic on the security of the Falcon reference implementation. This will make it possible to develop a new attack on the Falcon scheme. The study will enable identification of additional attack vectors on both the Falcon scheme and other digital signature schemes that use floating-point arithmetic, which should be taken into account in security models. That also provides prerequisites for improving both the security of digital signature schemes and security models for digital signature schemes, as well as expanding the possibilities for evaluating digital signature schemes.

To achieve the goal, the following tasks were set:

– to determine the conditions of impact of rounding noise on the security of the Falcon;
– to build an attack on Falcon;
– to estimate the probability of implementation of the proposed attack.

4. The study materials and methods

The object of our research is the security of the Falcon against attacks based on the use of features of the application of floating-point arithmetic.

The main hypothesis of the study assumes the existence of the impact of floating-point computing noise on the Falcon security.

For the research, the Falcon scheme [1, 2] adopted for standardization based on the results of the NIST PQC competition and its reference implementation was used.

The features of the cryptographic transformation from the composition of the Falcon, which was used in the study of the influence of floating point on the security of cryptographic transformations, are given below.

Description of Falcon transformation. Falcon uses the transformation in the field $\mathbb{Z}_q[X]/(x^n+1)$, where $q=12289$ and $n$ is the power of two (512 or 1024). The secret key is the polynomials $f, g, F, G \in \mathbb{Z}_q[X]/(x^n+1)$, the coefficients of which are small and the NTRU equation is fulfilled:

$$fG-gF=q \mod x^n+1.$$  \hfill (1)

The public key is a polynomial $h \in \mathbb{Z}_q[X]/(x^n+1)$, for which the equation is fulfilled:

$$h = g \cdot f^{-1} \mod x^n+1 \mod q.$$  \hfill (2)

The polynomials $f, g, F, G$ form the basis of the NTRU lattice:

$$B = \begin{bmatrix} G & -f \\ F & -G \end{bmatrix}.$$  \hfill (3)

For calculations in Falcon, fast Fourier transform is used for optimization. The Fourier representation of an arbitrary polynomial $h$ is denoted as $\hat{h}$. Accordingly, the Fourier representation of the basis $B$ is defined as follows:

$$\hat{B} = \begin{bmatrix} \hat{G} & -\hat{f} \\ \hat{F} & -\hat{G} \end{bmatrix}.$$  \hfill (4)

The Falcon specification provides for the use of field $\mathbb{Z}_q[X]/(x^n+1)$, properties. In particular, the following isomorphisms are used:

$$\mathbb{Z}^* \cong \left( \mathbb{Z}[X]/(x^2+1) \right)^{x^2} \cong \cdots$$

$$\mathbb{Z} \cong \left( \mathbb{Z}[X]/(x^2+1) \right)^{x^2} \cong \mathbb{Z}[X]/(x^2+1).$$  \hfill (5)

Formula (5) means that any polynomial in $\mathbb{Z}_q[X]/(x^n+1)$ has an isomorphic representation in the form of a vector of
two polynomials \(y = Z_n[X]/(x^{q+1}+1)\), a vector of four polynomials \(y = Z_n[X]/(x^{q+2}+1)\), etc.

In particular, this property was used by the authors of Falcon to build a sampling algorithm. In the general case, the Sampler sampling algorithm takes as input some lattice basis \(A\), the target vector \(cc\), and returns a sufficiently small vector \(s\), for which the following is performed:

\[
sA = c \mod q.
\]

In Falcon, the sampling algorithm \(ff\text{Sampling}\) recursively performs the sampling procedure. Calculations start at \(Z^n\) and recursively climb into the field \(Z_n[X]/(x^{q+1})\). To this end, \(ff\text{Sampling}\) uses the so-called “Falcon Tree” data structure, which stores information about basis (4) in a computationally convenient form. Implementation details can be found in the specification [1]. The only essential factor for this attack is that \(ff\text{Sampling}\) works with Fourier representations and returns the Fourier representation of the polynomial \(s\). According to the specification, the structure “Falcon Tree” [1] basis (4) has the notation \(T = T[B]\).

The signature procedure (simplified) can be described as follows:

**Algorithm Sign.**

Input data: message \(m\) in the format of a bit string, the basis – the NTRU lattice \(B\).

Output: signature \((s_1, \text{nonce})\), where \(s_1\) are polynomials in \(Z_n[X]/(x^{q+1})\), \(\text{nonce}\) is a random bit string used to randomize the message:

1. Obtain \(\text{nonce}\) from a uniform distribution.
2. Calculate the random polynomial \(c\) as a hash of the value from \(m||\text{nonce}\).
3. Calculate \(\hat{t} = (\hat{c}, \hat{\delta}) \cdot B^{-1}\).
4. Calculate the vector \(\hat{z} = (\hat{z}_0, \hat{z}_1)\) using the \(ff\text{Sampling}\) algorithm (and \(T = T[B]\)) for the target point \(t\).
5. Calculate \(\hat{s} = (\hat{s}_0, \hat{s}_1) = (\hat{t} - \hat{z}) \cdot B\) in the Fourier basis and the corresponding vector \(s = (s_0, s_1)\) using the inverse Fourier transform.
6. If the norm of the vector \(s\) is small enough, then return the signature \((s_1, \text{nonce})\), otherwise, return to step 4.

According to the Falcon specification, the signature is checked using the equation:

\[
s_0 + s_1h = c.
\]

Equation (7) establishes the relationship between the signature, the message, and the public key. The polynomial \(s_0\) from the signature \((s_1, \text{nonce})\) can be reconstructed as \(s_0 = c - s_1h\). If the polynomial is reconstructed correctly, the signature is considered valid.

5. Results of investigating the influence of floating point on the security of Falcon

5.1. Determining the conditions of influence of rounding noise on the security of digital signatures

Rounding noise occurs in the least significant bits of variables but tends to increase with the number of calculations, so it makes sense to expect the largest difference in variables for which the most complex transformations are used to calculate. The calculation \(\hat{s} = (\hat{s}_0, \hat{s}_1)\) requires the largest number of operations because the vector \(\hat{s} = (\hat{s}_0, \hat{s}_1)\) is the result of the \(ff\text{Sampling}\) algorithm, which actively uses the Fourier transform and is the most complex part of the Falcon from an algorithmic point of view.

Suppose that there are two implementations of the Falcon, which with the same values of \(seed\) (a random value used in \(ff\text{Sampling}\)) and nonce for the same keys give different signatures due to noise during calculations. Hereafter, the corresponding variables are denoted by superscripts. For example, \((s_0^ss, s_1^ss)\) is the vector \(s\) in the first signature and \((s_0^zs, s_1^zs)\) is the vector \(s\) in the second signature.

The notation \(\delta_0 = s_0^zs - s_0^ss\) and \(\delta_1 = s_1^zs - s_1^ss\). is introduced.

Statement 1. For given \(\delta_0\), \(\delta_1\), the relationship between the public key \(h\) and the secret key \(f, g, F, G\) is described by the relation:

\[
h = \frac{g\delta_0 + g\delta_1}{f\delta_0 + F\delta_1}.
\]

This result can be obtained from a direct analysis of Falcon transformations.

The calculation of the signature \(s = (s_0, s_1)\) on the key \(f, g, F, G\) is considered below. According to the definition of the signature algorithm, we have:

\[
\hat{s} = (\hat{t} - \hat{z}) \cdot B = \hat{t}B - \hat{z}B = (\hat{c}, \hat{\delta})B^{-1}B - 2B = \begin{pmatrix} \hat{c} \\ \hat{\delta} \end{pmatrix} - \begin{pmatrix} \hat{z}_0^g + \hat{z}_0^G \\ -\hat{z}_1^g \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} \hat{z}_0^g + \hat{z}_0^G \\ -\hat{z}_1^g \end{pmatrix}
\]

So, there is equality:

\[
s_0 = c - s_0^g - z_G, \quad s_1 = s_0^f + z_F.
\]

Considering the connection between the signature, the message, and the public key, described by equality (7), we have:

\[
\begin{align*}
s_0^s + s_1^s h &= c \\ s_0^s + s_1^s h &= c \\ s_0^s + s_1^s h - s_0^s h &= c - c \\ s_0^s - s_1^s &= s_1^s h - s_0^s h \\ h &= \frac{s_0^s - s_1^s}{s_1^s - s_0^s}
\end{align*}
\]

That is, \(h\) can be expressed in terms of \((s_0^s, s_1^s)\) and \((s_0^z, s_1^z)\).

Substituting (10) into the expression for \(h\), we get:

\[
h = \frac{c - s_0^g - z_G + \hat{z}_0^g + \hat{z}_0^G - z_1^g - s_0^g - z_1^g}{\hat{z}_0^g + \hat{z}_1^g - \hat{z}_0^g - \hat{z}_1^g}
\]

(11)

Since \(\delta_0 = s_0^z - s_0^s\) and \(\delta_1 = s_1^z - s_1^s\), expression (11) implies expression (8), which had to be proved.

If you choose the message \(m\) so that \(\delta_1 = 0\), and \(\delta_0\) is some small enough to use the algorithm for finding the greatest common divisor of a polynomial (ideally – \(\delta_0 \in \mathbb{Z}\)), then it may be easy to recover the secret key. Note that the
situation when $\delta_0=0$, and $\delta_1\neq0$ is not possible due to the structure of the $f$Sampling algorithm (Fig. 1).

If $\delta_1\neq0$, then, by definition, the values $z^1_1$, $z^0_1$ will differ. Then, at step 10 of the $f$Sampling algorithm, the values $t'_0$ will differ, which in turn will lead to changes in the calculation of $t^0_0$, $t^1_0$ at steps 10–13.

5.2. Building an attack on Falcon

From formula (8) and the defined conditions of significant impact of rounding noise on security, it follows that it is possible to calculate the secret key $f^{\hat{x}}_T$ ($g^{\hat{x}}_T$) as:

$$f^T = (s^1_1 - s^0_1) / \gcd(s^1_1 - s^0_1, s^1_0 - s^0_0),$$

$$g^T = (s^0_1 - s^1_1) / \gcd(s^0_1 - s^1_0, s^1_0 - s^0_0),$$

where gcd is the greatest common divisor of polynomials.

Reference implementation of Falcon [13] provides two interfaces for users. The first interface calculates $T = T[B]$ in the signature generation procedure. The second interface involves passing $T = T[B]$ as an argument. In implementations, this leads to a change in the order of calculations and accordingly to the occurrence of situations where the attack conditions are fulfilled. The first interface is implemented by the sign_dyn function, the second interface by the sign_tree function. Both interfaces accept a polynomial $c$ instead of a message. The hash_to_point_vartime function is used to form the polynomial $c$. Keygen generation function is keygen.

At the same time, the initialization of the generator for keygen, sign_dyn, and sign_tree is as follows:

inner_shake256_context sc;
inner_shake256_init(&sc);
inner_shake256_inject(&sc, seed, 48);
inner_shake256_flip(&sc);

Иніціалізація генератора для hash_to_point_vartime:
inner_shake256_init(&sc);
inner_shake256_inject(&sc, nonce, 40);
inner_shake256_inject(&sc, message, 33);
inner_shake256_flip(&sc),

where message – 33-bit message.

5.3. Assessing the probability of attack implementation

To detect differences in signatures, signature generation by the sign_dyn and sign_tree functions was run $10^8$ times for 10 random key pairs for a random 33-byte message from a uniform distribution. The results for Falcon512 and Falcon1024 are given in Tables 1, 2, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seed of key pair</th>
<th>Number of instances $(\delta_0, \delta_1) = (0, 0)$</th>
<th>Number of instances $\delta_0 \neq 0, \delta_1 = 0$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7C9935A0B07694AA0C6D10E4DB6B1ADD2FD81A25CCB148032DCD739936737F2DB-505D7CCF1AD197499323C8680525E47</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4AFF5425A5F00256E952DDBF6BC45F1FE81D5062C6D09F84FA-F1708040A35F094E9B423255D9084BE211A3D4759C96</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6F3A6BCECC34758296A686018339692942916E27450922EB6A5AE-CF774734AC68EE69263A53D3584993054854B54D2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5068BF4E7385F80B8F89BFC7D02672E543B759A7C9690850D4AC6D23D04C1AF-3580CC29F3374757D7BCC84E89</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED90A994C90C9327D75D79991C5E28AF9B5C42928BC155D8A8E47FFE436AA-4513B926E0F0AD93F94161A7B34A5E</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F0B44BD398E04D9D08D2989292E7C913FB844DC41C7D96D77AD7AB096481232D8-2F366831A807D77B401F7FC7B</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8E85F2DC9B5B281781BABF9F4CC3C9A5FDEC8D36EFE21ECD16D9257826D01DB-43703F056703CE7827944D94EA28</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From Tables 1, 2, it follows that the probability of \((\delta_0, \delta_1) \neq (0,0)\) is about 0.00003. On average, the attack works 76% of the time for Flacon512 and 70% of the time for Falcon1024. Fig. 2, 3 show specific examples of secret key recovery (only polynomials \(f\) and \(g\)); polynomials \(F, G\) are not shown because they are uniquely recovered from polynomials \(f, g\) for Flacon512 and Falcon1024 on the corresponding screenshots of the software implementation. Examples are for seed 7C9935A0B7694AA0C6D10E4DB6B1ADD2FD81A25CCB148032DCC7399363737F2DBD50517CFAD1B974993229C8666235E47.

The analysis of specific cases showed that all cases \((\delta_0, \delta_1) \neq (0,0)\) can be divided into the following classes.
Case I. $\delta \neq \theta$. Accordingly, the structure of the sampling algorithm is also $\delta \neq \theta$, so formula (12) will not give the correct result. Such cases are about 24% for Falcon512 and about 29% for Falcon1024.

An example for this case for Falcon512 is:

```
seed:7C9935A0B07694AA0C6D10E4DB6B1ADD2F-
D81A25CCB148032CD739936373F2DB505D7CAFAD-
1B49749932C686325E47.
```

An example for this case for Falcon1024 is:

```
seed:7C9935A0B07694AA0C6D10E4DB6B1ADD2F-
D81A25CCB148032CD739936373F2DB505D7CAFAD-
1B49749932C686325E47.
```

Case II-a. When $\delta_1 = 0$ and $\delta_2 = \alpha x$, $\alpha \in \mathbb{Z}$. In this case, formula (12) holds. Moreover, the value $\alpha$ is a large number (less than 10). Such cases for Falcon512 make up about 38% of the total number and about 35% for Falcon1024.

An example for this case for Falcon512 is:

```
seed:7C9935A0B07694AA0C6D10E4DB6B1ADD2F-
D81A25CCB148032CD739936373F2DB505D7CAFAD-
1B49749932C686325E47.
```

An example for this case for Falcon1024 is:

```
seed:7C9935A0B07694AA0C6D10E4DB6B1ADD2F-
D81A25CCB148032CD739936373F2DB505D7CAFAD-
1B49749932C686325E47.
```

2) Case II-b. When $\delta_1 = 0$ and $\delta_2 = a x^2$, $\alpha \in \mathbb{Z}$. In this case, formula (12) holds. Moreover, the value $a$ is not a large number (less than 10). Such cases for Falcon512 make up about 38% of the total number and about 35% for Falcon1024.

An example for this case for Falcon512 is:

```
seed:7C9935A0B07694AA0C6D10E4DB6B1ADD2F-
D81A25CCB148032CD739936373F2DB505D7CAFAD-
1B49749932C686325E47.
```

An example for this case for Falcon1024 is:

```
seed:7C9935A0B07694AA0C6D10E4DB6B1ADD2F-
D81A25CCB148032CD739936373F2DB505D7CAFAD-
1B49749932C686325E47.
```

For the $\delta_1 = 0$, according to the value of $\delta_2$, the following options can be chosen:

1) Case II-a. When $\delta_1 = 0$ and $\delta_2 = a x$, $\alpha \in \mathbb{Z}$. In this case, formula (12) works. Moreover, the value $\alpha$ is a large number (less than 10). Such cases for Falcon512 make up about 29% of the total number and about 26% for Falcon1024.

An example for this case for Falcon512 is:

```
seed:7C9935A0B07694AA0C6D10E4DB6B1ADD2F-
D81A25CCB148032CD739936373F2DB505D7CAFAD-
1B49749932C686325E47.
```

An example for this case for Falcon1024 is:

```
seed:7C9935A0B07694AA0C6D10E4DB6B1ADD2F-
D81A25CCB148032CD739936373F2DB505D7CAFAD-
1B49749932C686325E47.
```

3) Case II-c. When $\delta_1 = 0$ and $\delta_2 = a x^2$, $\alpha \in \mathbb{Z}$. This case is a combination of the previous cases and formula (12) will also hold, but this case is interesting because $\delta_2$ is a polynomial. This situation occurs about 7% of the time for Falcon512 and 9% of the time for Falcon1024.

An example for this case for Falcon512 is:

```
seed:7C9935A0B07694AA0C6D10E4DB6B1ADD2F-
D81A25CCB148032CD739936373F2DB505D7CAFAD-
1B49749932C686325E47.
```

An example for this case for Falcon1024 is:

```
seed:7C9935A0B07694AA0C6D10E4DB6B1ADD2F-
D81A25CCB148032CD739936373F2DB505D7CAFAD-
1B49749932C686325E47.
```
which leads to the need to obtain a large number of signatures.
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ified in the specification because in existing implementations

The attack reveals that the Falcon needs to specify more pre

tic, but previous attacks focused only on the features of one

interface. Compared to [12], the proposed attack uses fewer

tions under which the attack will stop working. For the further
development of this direction, it is important to obtain an as-

essment of the conditions for applying the described approach.

6. Discussion of results of investigating the effect of

floating point on the security of Falcon

An attack on the recovery of secret keys using formul-

la (12) is possible because the reference implementation of the

Falcon has two interfaces that use different calculation orders.
The difference in calculations is sufficient that the Gaussian

sampling algorithm in Fig. 1 at the deepest recur-
sion level returned values that differed by only ±1. Since the

probability of a sufficiently large difference in several coef-

ficients is small, an error most often occurs precisely in one

coefficient. When performing all calculations, this difference

turns into some small integer factor (in practice, the largest

value obtained is (7)) of polynomials at the lowest level of

recursion. If the difference occurs in the polynomial \( Z_0 \), then,

according to formula (11), the situation \( \delta_0 = 0, \delta = 0 \) arises,

which is a necessary condition for the operation of formul-
a (12) and the implementation of the attack.

The specificity of the proposed attack is the use of two

different software interfaces of the same scheme. Attacks in

works [10, 11] also used features of floating-point arithmetic,

but previous attacks focused only on the features of one

interface. Compared to [12], the proposed attack uses fewer

signatures and has a higher probability of recovering the

secret key. The proposed attack shows that two individually

safe implementations can be dangerous together.

The practical utility of the attack is that it shows how to

use the rounding noise itself to cryptanalyze digital signatures.
The attack reveals that the Falcon needs to specify more pre-
cise conditions for using floating-point arithmetic than spec-
fified in the specification because in existing implementations
implemented according to the specification, rounding noise
is an additional source of randomness that is not taken into
account by existing models, making additional attacks possible.

When developing new digital signatures that use floating-point
arithmetic, there is a need for additional analysis that will de-

monstrably guarantee the absence of influence of the order of

floating-point arithmetic on the results of calculations.

A limitation of our results is the low probability of an attack,

which leads to the need to obtain a large number of signatures.

Another, more significant, limitation of the attack is the need

for the same seed, which makes the attack purely theoretical.

Among the shortcomings of our study, one may include the

lack of research into the necessary accuracy of calcula-
tions under which the attack will stop working. For the further
development of this direction, it is important to obtain an as-

essment of the conditions for applying the described approach.

7. Conclusions

1. Rounding noise in a floating-point calculation can lead to two similar but different signatures. If the difference is small enough, the secret key can be recovered. A small noise in the arguments of the sampling algorithm of order \( 10^{-14} \) allows one to get exactly such a situation.

2. Reference implementation of Falcon provides two inter-

faces with different calculation order. This results in varying

rounding noise in the least significant bits of the variables, caus-
ing the sampling algorithm to produce values that differ by ±1.

After passing this difference through all calculations, the two

signatures differ by some small factor.

3. The probability of an attack is small enough. Given

this, about 3-10^2 signed messages are needed for implemen-
tation. Although the attack is only possible when the Falcon is

misused, it shows that floating-point computations can lead to

attack vectors that were previously impossible.
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